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This report, exploring the impact of third-party reviews on consumer behaviour and
satisfaction, is funded by Scam Finder, demonstrating our commitment to transparency and
trust in the digital marketplace.



Impact on Conversion Rates
Increased Conversion Through Trust: A vast majority of consumers view reviews as an essential factor

in their purchasing decisions. Reviews, especially from third-party sites, offer a form of social proof

that can significantly impact consumer behaviour, making them more likely to purchase from a brand

that has positive reviews. This trust factor is critical, as a PowerReviews survey highlighted that 80%

of consumers are less likely to buy a product if there are no reviews  .

Influence on B2B and High-Value Purchases: Reviews are particularly influential in the B2B sector and

for higher-value items. For B2B buyers, customer reviews impact 93% of purchasing decisions, with

many reading at least six reviews before making a decision. This underlines the importance of

leveraging reviews to address specific concerns and improve the buyer's journey  .

Conversion Optimization Through Third-Party References: Utilising third-party references, such as

customer reviews, press mentions, community involvement, and trust seals, can significantly

enhance a website's credibility and thus its conversion rates. These elements collectively work to

build trust with prospective customers, who may be hesitant when considering a new or unfamiliar

business  .

Strategies to Leverage Reviews for Higher Conversion
Encouraging Review Submission: Encourage customers to leave reviews by sending emails requesting

feedback on their purchases. Offering incentives, such as a chance to win store credit, can increase

participation rates  .

Quality and Credibility of Reviews: The authenticity and depth of reviews matter. Consumers tend to

trust reviews that strike a balance between praise and constructive feedback, with the ideal rating

range for maximising purchase likelihood being between 4.0 and 4.7  .

Exceptional Customer Experience: Providing outstanding customer experiences is crucial for

garnering positive reviews. This includes selling quality products, offering free shipping and returns,

exceptional customer service, and personalised communication  .

Using Tools for Review Collection and Display: Implement tools and apps that automate the

collection, moderation, and display of reviews on your eCommerce platform. This can simplify the

process of gathering customer feedback and showcasing it effectively to prospective buyers  .



Different Types of Reviews to Collect
Business Reviews and Seller Ratings: Focus on your overall business performance and reputation.

They're important for building trust and can influence your SEO rankings and visibility on platforms

like Google Shopping or Amazon  .

Product Reviews and Ratings: Specific feedback about the products bought or used, crucial for

providing social proof and aiding potential customers in their decision-making process  .

Photo and Video Reviews: Visual feedback that adds a layer of authenticity and can be more

persuasive than text-only reviews. They offer real-life visuals of the products in use, enhancing trust

and interest among potential buyers  .

In summary, leveraging third-party website reviews is a multi-faceted strategy that can significantly

enhance conversion rates and customer satisfaction. By focusing on trust-building through quality

reviews, optimising the collection and display of feedback, and ensuring exceptional customer

experiences, businesses can effectively use third-party reviews to their advantage.

The influence of customer reviews on consumer purchase decisions is significant and

well-documented across various studies. Here are some key statistics and insights from recent

research:

Consumer Behavior and Review Impact:
Nearly all online shoppers (99.75%) read reviews at least sometimes, highlighting the crucial role of

reviews in the purchasing process. The presence of reviews on a website is a key factor for over

three-quarters (77%) of shoppers when choosing where to shop online  .
A staggering 92% of consumers hesitate to buy a product that lacks customer reviews, underscoring

the importance of having reviews available for potential buyers  .
Conversion Rates and Review Authenticity:

Customer reviews can boost conversion rates by up to 270%, demonstrating the powerful effect of

positive feedback on consumer confidence and decision-making  . Specifically, high-priced items see a

more dramatic increase in conversion rates (380%) compared to lower-priced goods (190%) when

reviews are displayed  .
Verified buyer reviews, which tend to score higher on average (4.34 out of 5) compared to

anonymous reviews (3.89 out of 5), can increase conversion by 15%. This suggests that authenticity

and verification of reviews are key to fostering trust and influencing purchase decisions    .



The Role of Negative Reviews:
Contrary to what one might expect, the presence of negative reviews can actually enhance a

product's credibility. A substantial 82% of shoppers seek out negative reviews to validate the

authenticity of the product's feedback, indicating that a mix of positive and negative reviews can be

more persuasive than uniformly positive feedback  .
Review Platforms and Engagement:

Google and Amazon are among the most trusted platforms for reading and posting reviews, with a

significant majority of consumers using these sites to inform their purchase decisions    .
The speed at which new reviews are posted and the freshness of content play a crucial role, with 48%

of consumers preferring reviews written within the last two weeks. This suggests that ongoing

engagement and updated reviews are important for maintaining consumer trust and interest  .



Impact on Business:
Responding to online reviews is also critical, as 71% of consumers are more likely to use a business

that actively responds to online feedback. This engagement can lead to an 80% increase in

conversion rates for large enterprises that improve their response rate to online reviews from 10% to

32%  .

These statistics illustrate the multifaceted role of customer reviews in influencing consumer

behaviour, from enhancing product credibility and trust to significantly impacting conversion rates

and business engagement. The strategic collection, management, and response to online reviews are

vital components of a successful online presence and customer relationship management strategy.

Focusing on gathering as many positive customer reviews as possible for their business website is an

essential strategy for any company looking to improve its market position, attract more customers,

and build trust in its brand. Here are several reasons why businesses should prioritize this effort:

Enhanced Trust and Credibility

Positive reviews serve as a testament to a business's quality, reliability, and customer satisfaction.

They act as a form of social proof, signaling to potential customers that the business is trustworthy.

Studies show that a majority of consumers trust online reviews as much as personal

recommendations, making them critical for establishing credibility.

Improved Search Engine Rankings

Search engines like Google consider the quantity and quality of reviews when ranking websites.

Businesses with more positive reviews tend to appear higher in search results, making them more

visible to potential customers. This increased visibility can lead to more website traffic and,

ultimately, more sales.

Increased Conversion Rates

Positive reviews can significantly impact purchasing decisions. Customers are more likely to buy from

a website with numerous positive reviews, as these reviews alleviate concerns about product quality

or customer service. This can lead to higher conversion rates from website visitors to paying

customers.

Valuable Customer Feedback

Customer reviews provide valuable feedback about a business's products or services, offering

insights into what the company is doing right and areas where it can improve. This feedback can

guide product development, customer service enhancements, and operational improvements,

leading to a better overall customer experience.

Enhanced Customer Engagement and Loyalty

Engaging with customer reviews, whether by thanking customers for positive reviews or addressing

concerns raised in negative reviews, shows that a business values its customers' feedback. This

engagement can enhance customer loyalty, encouraging repeat business and turning satisfied

customers into brand advocates.



Competitive Advantage

In a crowded market, positive reviews can differentiate a business from its competitors. A strong

portfolio of positive reviews can make a business stand out to potential customers, giving it a

competitive edge.

Social Proof and Influence

Positive reviews act as social proof, influencing the behavior of potential customers. People are more

likely to follow the actions of others; seeing positive reviews can encourage them to choose your

business over others.

Long-term Reputation Building

Consistently gathering positive reviews contributes to building a strong, positive online reputation.

This reputation can safeguard a business against occasional negative reviews and establish it as a

leader in its industry over the long term.

Financial Performance

There's a direct correlation between positive reviews and financial performance. Positive reviews can

lead to increased sales, higher average order values, and improved customer retention rates, all of

which contribute to a business's bottom line.


